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Asteroid Redirect Mission: Three Main Segments

Infrared Telescope FacilityGoldstone Arecibo

NEOWISE

IDENTIFY

REDIRECT

EXPLORE

Ground and space 
based assets detect and 
characterize potential 
target asteroids

Solar electric propulsion 
(SEP) based system 
redirects asteroid to cis-
lunar space. 

Crew launches aboard SLS 
rocket, travels to redirected 
asteroid in Orion spacecraft 
to rendezvous with redirected 
asteroid, studies and returns 
samples to Earth

Pan-STARRS
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ARM: An Early Mission in the Proving Ground 
of Cis-Lunar Space
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• The role of the Moon, Near Earth Asteroids 
(NEAs), Phobos & Deimos in revealing the origin 
and evolution of the inner Solar System

• Moon, NEA, and Martian moon investigations as 
windows into planetary differentiation processes

• Near-Earth asteroid characterization (including 
NEAs that are potential human destinations)

• Lunar structure and composition
• Regolith of Target Body(s)
• Dust and plasma interactions on Target Body(s)
• Volatiles (in its broad sense) and other potential 

resources on Target Body(s)
• Innovative observations that will advance our 

understanding of the fundamental physical laws, 
composition, and origins of the Universe

SSERVI Science and Exploration Research

SSERVI provides scientific, technical and mission-
defining analyses for relevant NASA programs, 
planning and space missions, including:



Science/Exploration: SSERVI Teams
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SSERVI CAN II

The Cooperative Agreement Notice is out for public comment!

Notional Schedule:
Due date for comments on Draft CAN
February 12, 2016
• Release of Final CAN (target):

March 2016
• Step-1 Proposals Due:

No less than 30 days after Final CAN release
• Step-2 Proposals Due:

90 days after Final CAN release
• All inquiries should be directed via email to Yvonne Pendleton and cc 

gregory.schmidt@nasa.gov and brad.bailey@nasa.gov.

See the website:
https://sservi.nasa.gov/articles/draft-sservi-cooperative-agreement-
notice-released/
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SKG Activities

• During FY16, we are focusing on updating and publishing the SKGs
• Initial focus is on Phobos/Deimos first, then NEOs, or may review both 

concurrently
– Will consider separate P/D and NEO lists
– MEPAG recently finished an update to the Mars SKGs

• Previously the P/D-related SKGs were developed in a joint 
SBAG/MEPAG activity

– Going to include SSERVI in this iteration
• Steering Committee

– SBAG: Andy Rivkin
– MEPAG: Scott Anderson
– SSERVI: Greg Schmidt

• Goal is to produce fully searchable web pages for all the SKGs
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The SBAG SKG SAT Charter
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1. A list of required knowledge/data sets was identified by the human 
exploration community

2. Gaps in these knowledge/data sets relative to our current 
understanding and capabilities

3. A timeline of when the missing knowledge/data sets must be acquired 
in order to make architecture‐specific decisions in order to make 
subsequent measurement decisions. In the context of this timeline, 
the group should consider interdependencies among the acquisition of 
knowledge/data sets to inform the development of the required 
human technology requirements

4. Provide a list of measurements, existing and potential instruments, 
missions, experiments, modeling activities, or any other activity that 
would fill the knowledge gaps. Links of potential missions to past 
National Academy studies and the SBAG roadmap should be 
explored

5. If additional measurements are required to fill knowledge gaps, 
identify the fidelity of the measurements needed, and if relevant, 
provide examples of existing instruments capable of making the 
measurements



SKG and GFA:  Definitions
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1. Strategic Knowledge Gap (SKG):  The Gaps in 
Knowledge Needed to Achieve a Human 
Spaceflight Capability.

2. Gap-Filling Activity (GFA):  Work that 
contributes to closing an SKG.

Knowledge 
we have

Knowledge 
Gaps Total 

knowledge 
needed to 

achieve a goal

GFA areas
• Mars flight program
• Flights to other places
• Non-flight work 

(models, lab 
experiments, field 
analogs, etc.)



SKG Themes and Categories

SKGs are organized into several themes, and further divided into categories:
I. Human mission target identification (NEOs).
II. Understand how to work on or interact with the SB surface. 
III. Understand the SB environment and its potential risk/benefit to crew, 

systems, and operational assets. 
IV. Understand the SB resource potential. 

SKG Themes SKG Categories Examples of SKGs

I.  Human mission target 
identification (NEOs)

A. Constraints on targets
B. NEO orbit distribution
C. NEO composition/physical 

characteristics 
(population/specific 
targets)

I‐A‐1. Round trip limitations due 
to radiation exposure.
I‐A‐2. Reachable objects within 
planned architecture
I‐B‐1. Long‐synodic period NEOs 
having multiple mission 
opportunities.
I‐B‐2. Number of available 
targets at a given time.
I‐C‐1. NEO size‐frequency 
distribution.
I‐C‐2. NEO albedos.
I‐C‐3. NEO rotation state.



Locations/Relevance for Addressing SKGs

Venue/Context Description

R&A Research and Analysis Programs that support basic research, field 
work, and mission data analysis supported by PSD and HEOMD but in 
a broad programmatic context.

Earth‐based Terrestrial location for specific development and testing, including 
ground‐based telescopes.

ISS International Space Station

Robotic Space‐based robotic missions which can be telescopic or a precursor 
mission to a small body target.

Relevance Description

 Preferred Location/Context: 

 Highly Relevant: 

 Somewhat Relevant:

 Not Relevant:



Determining a Timeline

Rank Description
Critical Human exploration cannot proceed without closing of SKG.

High Important for maximizing human safety and/or meeting mission objectives.

Enhancing Enhances mission objective return.

Ranking Priorities

Time Description
Near Needs to be addressed immediately or in the near‐term: A target cannot be 

chosen without it.

Mid Needs to be addressed in the mid‐term: Must be completed before launch to 
human mission target,

Long May be addressed in the longer term: May be completed after first launch.

Timeframe



ISECG

• International Space Exploration Coordination Group

• ISECG is a non-political agency coordination forum of 14 space agencies
– Website: www.globalspaceexploration.org

• Work collectively in a non-binding, consensus-driven manner towards advancing the 
Global Exploration Strategy

– Provide a forum for discussion of interests, objectives and plans
– Provide a forum for development of 

conceptual products
– Enable the multilateral or bilateral 

partnerships necessary to accomplish
complex exploration missions

– Promote interest and engagement
in space exploration among citizens 
and society

• ISECG operating principles
– Open and inclusive
– Flexible and evolutionary
– Effective
– Mutual interest



Global Exploration Roadmap

• The GER is a human space exploration roadmap, recognizing the criticality 
of increasing synergies with robotic missions while demonstrating the 
unique and important role humans play in realizing societal benefits

• The non-binding document reflects a framework for agency exploration 
discussions on:

– Common goals and objectives 
– Long-range mission scenarios and architectures 
– Opportunities for near-term coordination and cooperation

on preparatory activities
• Since release of updated GER in August 2013, 

participating agencies have continued discussions
and joint work in several areas which are of mutual
interest

– China (CNSA) has joined the dialog
– Increase understanding of design reference missions for

early mission themes
• Highlighting opportunities for the science community

with a dedicated Science White Paper and within the
GER itself is a priority 

• Version 3 to be completed in 2017



GER Destination Themes Reference Missions

• Cislunar Deep Space Habitat
– Crew of four
– Initially annual missions lasting 30 days
– Increase both duration & frequency later in the decade.

• Near Earth Asteroid in Cislunar space
– Boulder collected using SEP-based s/c
– Crew of two visits asteroid boulder in lunar DRO

• Lunar Surface
– Five 28-day missions with a crew of four
– One mission per year
– Reuse pressurized rover for each mission
– Rover is moved to next landing site in between crewed visits



ISECG‘s Science White Paper – Concept & Scope

• Describe an international view of the science that could be enabled by 
missions in the GER

– Engage the scientific communities in identifying these opportunities
– Target the same stakeholder community as the GER – stakeholders, 

decision makers, broader human space exploration community while 
engaging the scientific community  concise formulation

– Distribute as a companion document to the GER with next update (2017)
– Focus on human missions and human/robotic concepts with emphasis on 

early mission themes, but incorporate the driving science priorities up to 
Mars

• Foster a deeper mutual understanding of priorities, challenges and 
opportunities for both scientific and exploration communities

• Incorporate interdisciplinary scientific themes that
– involve various communities, e.g. Planetary Science, Space Science, Life 

Sciences, Astrobiology, Astronomy, Physical Sciences, potentially including 
Strategic Knowledge Gaps

– Links to and translates substantive authoritative literature from the 
international science community

• Transparent, interactive process allows for two-way communication on 
science opportunities and feedback on GER missions



SWP Science Topics

• Living and working in space
– Overarching question(s):

• How do we become a spacefaring species?
• How do we sustain life in hostile environments? / Is life outside 

Earth sustainable? / Is human life confined to Earth?
– Disciplines involved include.

• Human physiology, life sciences and life support
• Prospecting and utilizing local resources

• Our Place in the universe
– Overarching question(s):

• How do terrestrial planets form and evolve?
• How does life evolve in the planetary environment

– Disciplines involved include.
• Astronomy
• Planetary geology
• Solar physics, space physics



Asteroid Science in the ISECG Science White Paper

Sample return provides key science
• Analyses need to be very precise and are very hard to do 

robotically or remotely. Best science comes from Earth lab, 
e.g. isotopic analysis

• Multiple drilling sites. Exposure ages at different depths
• Larger sample return mass compared to robotic missions. 

But preselection still important.
• Testing surface charging/plasma models.
• Information on structure/stratigraphy
• Placing instruments on the surface, e.g. a seismometer is 

hard to couple to the surface, possibly enabled by the 
presence of a human

• Learning how to extract resources



Lunar Volatiles RFI

• AES has published an RFI seeking instrument ideas that could be 
used in lunar orbit to acquire data that provides information on the 
location/amount/transport of lunar volatiles in either/both sunlit 
or/and dark regions.

• Information is due by the end of January

• Why mention this here?
– Many of you are experts in the types of instruments we are interested in
– This is an example of how HEOMD collaborations with the science 

community can lead to flight opportunities where data would also have 
science value

• The RFI can be found at:
http://prod.nais.nasa.gov/cgi-bin/eps/bizops.cgi?gr=D&pin=04#168502
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